OTTOBRE design® collection for Spring/Summer 2017

FEEL-GOOD FASHION

We designed a number of nice classics for summer daily wear: a trendy bomber jacket, a statement T-shirt, a T-shirt dress, a linen shirt dress, wide-leg pants and a coordinating flared top, and a sleeveless holiday dress.

You’ll also find a much-requested textured-linen coat, as well as shorts and an off-shoulder voile blouse for summer safaris. Younger women will be delighted by a dress-length hoodie, leggings and a striped jersey dress.

ONE SUNNY SUMMER SUNDAY

Apparel for special occasions in spring and summer: two versions of an elegant dress, a romantic jersey top, a gathered denim skirt and a jazzy lurex knit dress. When the party is over and the couch is calling, the ideal outfit is sweatpants and a laid-back viscose jersey top.